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CLIMATE ASSESSMENT

• Scientists say the climate is changing

• How bad will it be and what are the impacts on me and my 

children and their children?

• What will the governments of the world do?

• What new technologies might become available?

• THIS IS A LONG RUN RISK AND SHOULD BE TREATED WITH 

RISK MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES.. 



SCIENTIFIC BACKROUND

• GREENHOUSE GASSES

• CARBON CYCLE

• PUMPHANDLE

• TOP DOWN DAMAGES

• SOCIAL COST OF CARBON

• INVEST IN INNOVATION, INFRASTRUCTURE AND MITIGATION



IS THE EARTH WARMING?

• How should we measure something like this?  Time of day, time of year, 

location, land, water atmosphere?  These are all complexities.

• Figure 1a. Earth’s global average surface temperature has risen as shown in 

this plot of combined land and ocean measurements from 1850 to 2012, 

derived from three independent analyses of the available data sets.

• The temperature changes are relative to the global average surface 

temperature of 1961−1990. 

• Source: IPCC AR5, data from the HadCRUT4 dataset (black), UK Met Office Hadley Centre, the 

NCDC MLOST dataset (orange), US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the 

NASA GISS dataset (blue), US National Aeronautics and Space Administration.





OCEAN HEAT CONTENT



GLOBAL SEA LEVEL



IS WARMING DUE TO THE SUN?  NO!



THE ROLE OF GREENHOUS GASES

• The most important is CO2 or carbon dioxide.  Also important 

are methane(CH4), nitrous oxide(N2 O) and halocarbons. 

• These gases absorb infra-red radiation that is re-radiated from 

earth and act like a blanket around the earth.  

• Carbon dioxide lasts a long time and is therefore the most 

dangerous.  Methane is very opaque to infra-red but decays 

rapidly.  We have acted to restrict CFCs to protect the ozone 

layer; this also reduced GHG.  





CARBON CYCLE
• The amount of carbon on earth is essentially constant but its form and location changes 

slowly.

• Where is it stored?

• Atmosphere  -750 billion tons of carbon

• Vegetation - 600 billion tons of carbon

• Soil and Organic Matter - 1,600 billion tons of carbon

• Coal, Oil and Gas - 3,300 billion tons of carbon

• Sedimentary Rock - 1,000,000,000 billion tons of carbon

• Ocean surface - 1,000 billion tons of carbon

• Deep ocean - 40,000 billion tons of carbon

• It slowly transitions from one form to another.  We are adding to the atmosphere faster than 

it is being removed by plants and the ocean. 



PUMPHANDLE VIDEO



TEMPERATURE AND CO2



SCIENCE PREDICTIONS

• Last fall, IPCC produced its 1.5 degree report and the US 

government produced a National Climate Assessment.

• These both said we already are experiencing costs of climate 

change in storms, sea level rise, wild fires and migration of 

species.

• To achieve a temperature increase of less than 1.5 C would 

require massive changes over the next 10 years.



WHAT IS THE PROBLEM AND 
WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?



EXTERNALITY

• Carbon emissions are costless to the producer but impose 

costs on others both in the short and long run.

• Solutions are to charge for emissions or to regulate.

• Charging is complex and the correct price is hard to ascertain.  

Mechanisms are cap-and-trade or carbon emissions tax.

• The charge should be global and should be comprehensive.



REGULATION

• An alternative is regulation and subsidies

• This risks making counter productive restrictions.

• It may require the regulator to set priorities

• Subsidies to innovation may be effective or not

• Examples are LED lights, CAFÉ standards, Biofuels



THE SOCIAL COST OF 
CARBON



DEFINITION

• It is the present discounted value of the welfare damages resulting 

from an additional ton of CO2 emissions today.

• This assumes some baseline

• It assumes a damage model

• It assumes a discount rate

• It is the optimal Pigouvian tax and is also useful in cost benefit 

calculations



IAM

• The integrated assessment models can be used for this 

calculation.

• Nordhaus gets $25 from this.  Obama administration $45. 

• Trump administration has used as little as $1. 

• This can also be done with “top down” damages.  $417 in Ricke

et al.(2018) in Nature Climate Change.



DISCOUNT RATE

• The appropriate rate has been assumed anywhere from 0% to 6%

• Is a market interest rate appropriate for intergenerational equity?

• What is the 100 year rate anyway?

• How should we risk adjust this rate?

• Giglio, Maggiori, Stroebel look at housing prices with 100 to 700 year 

leases and conclude that the market rate is below 2.6%

• The rate for risk reducing investments should be below the risk free 

rate.



RICKE’S APPROACH

• We observe that countries in temperate zones have higher per 

capital incomes and growth rates than either more tropical or 

colder countries.

• If this is structural (a big but potentially defensible assumption) 

then global warming will have different impacts on different 

regions of the world.

• The SCC is the sum of the global damages since a ton of carbon 

emitted anywhere affects the whole planet.



SCC IN RICKE ET AL.



A RECOMENDATION

• A COMPREHENSIVE GLOBAL PRICE FOR CARBON EMISSIONS 

AT A SUBSTANTIAL LEVEL WOULD RAISE MONEY THAT 

COULD REDUCE OTHER TAXES OR BE REBATED DIRECTLY

• IT WOULD ENCOURAGE RAPID SHIFTS OF RESOURCES TO 

LOWER CARBON TECHNOLOGIES PRODUCING NEW JOBS

• IT WOULD INCENTIVIZE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF 

CARBON CAPTURE AND CLEAN ENERGY 



WHAT CAN INVESTORS AND 
INDIVIDUALS DO?



ECONOMIC RESPONSE TO LONG RUN RISKS

• Standard approach is to purchase insurance such as health, life, fire etc.

• It does not exist for climate change because it is non-diversifiable and no 

one is big enough to pay off

• Another solution is to buy a derivative that pays off in a bad outcome.  But 

again these do not exist.

• Instead we can invest a portion of our portfolio in stocks that will 

outperform in the case that we have a bad climate outcome.  These are 

Merton Hedge Portfolios

VOLATILITY INSTITUTE, NYU STERN



HOW DO WE FIND MERTON HEDGE 
PORTFOLIOS AND WHAT DO THEY COST?

• Asset managers have constructed many candidates and we can 

try to determine their cost and forecast how they will respond 

to bad climate outcomes.  

• We will examine a variety of environmental funds that are 

publicly available.

• We will then propose new methodology to find portfolios with 

climate hedge features.

VOLATILITY INSTITUTE, NYU STERN



DYNAMIC HEDGE PORTFOLIOS

• Designing a portfolio that will protect against climate risk 50 

years in the future is an impossible task.

• The firms that are well positioned to prosper in a bad climate scenario 

today may not be the best in 50 years.

• Today we do not know how severe the changes will be

• We also do not know whether the biggest concern will be temperature, 

or storms or drought or other impacts.

• Consequently we propose a dynamic strategy which will 

periodically update the hedge portfolio.
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EVALUATION OF PUBLIC HEDGE PORTFOLIOS

• Three factor Fama French Alpha

• Sharpe Ratio

• 1Y, 3Y, 5Y, Max, Exponential Weight

• Compare with Benchmark

• Examine Long Short relative to SPY

• Examine Long Short relative to Stranded Asset Swap

VOLATILITY INSTITUTE, NYU STERN



PORTFOLIOS
• GREEN ETFs

• ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

• WIND

• SOLAR

• NUCLEAR

• LOW CARBON

• MORNINGSTAR SELECTED FUNDS

• LOW EXPOSURE TO FOSSIL RESERVES

• CARBON FOOTPRINT < .5*SP500

• HIGH RANKING ON E MEASURE OF ESG

• INTERNATIONAL SUSTAINABLE

VOLATILITY INSTITUTE, NYU STERN



BENCHMARK PORTFOLIOS

 EAFE

 S&P500

 SPY-XLE   : A portfolios long SPY and short XLE an energy ETF

 Stranded Assets:  Long SPY short 70% XLE and short 30% KOL, 

a coal ETF.  This is an approximation to the stranded asset portfolio 

designed by Litterman for WWF.
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V-LAB CLIMATE RISK
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WHAT DO WE EXPECT?

• Sustainable and Environmentally sound investments are very popular.  

Hence the prices are high.

• Other things being equal, we expect returns therefore to be low.

• We expect that these will differ from Markowitz optimal portfolios and 

therefore have lower Sharpe Ratios, just as we would expect for 

insurance.

• If the climate surprises the market and is worse than expected, then 

these portfolios should outperform.

• The benefit from climate investing is long term, not short term.  





INVESCO CLEANTECH ETF



AKRE FOCUS FUND



AKRE FOCUS TOP HOLDINGS



VOLATILITY AKRE-SPX



ALTERNATIVE ENERGY ETFS



PERFORMANCE OF V-LAB FUNDS

Average FF Alpha by Window Length

Category 1Y 3Y 5Y EW Max

Alternative Energy -2.29 -7.35 -12.33 -7.42 -20.71

Fossil Fuel Free -8.78 -6.99 -7.38 -7.46 -5.53

High Environmental Score -10.05 -7.87 -8.11 -8.74 -4.15

International Sustainable -12.2 -6.59 -8.28 -7.22 -6.49

Low Carbon -9.59 -6.68 -7.07 -7.44 -4.93












































